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This project will be a handheld portable charger that will be able to charge any USB device. This will be useful for me when I need to charge the phone and I'm not near the socket. I will connect one 9V battery of it to the USB socket with clips and wires so that the phone is charged by the battery. Will be
able to recycle the batteries when they die, so the device will last a long time. I also created a circuit with a switch, so the battery will have to turn on the switch and the battery won't die so fast. This is very handy because instead of plugging the clips to the wire every time I use it and disable them when
I'm done, I can just flip the switch on the outside. Small boxiPhoneUSB Cord1 9V BatteryBattery ClipUSB OutletCopper Wire / ConnectorsSolderSwitchAlligator ClipsStep 1: Connect the battery clip to the battery. 2: Connect Red Wire in the clip to one of the alligator clips 3: Solder black wire to one of the
wires on switchStep 4: Connect the other wire switch to the switch on another alligator clip so the full circuit is done Step 5: Finally, connect the loose ends of both clips of the alligator to THE USB outlet this scheme is assembled, You can put it in a small box, to get the wires together and the project looks
neat ... Description: Here's an illustrated guide to how to turn a regular Altoids container into a portable mobile phone charger in just a few simple steps. This battery is ideal for students, professionals, or outdoor men who are on the move. Time needed: 45 minutesMaterials:Altoids containerUSB Phone
ChargerAlligator ClipsNine Volt Battery Snap Connector9 Volt BatteryCigarette Lighter Cell Phone Charger Electric TapeTools: Attach the alligator clip to the positive wire snap connector (yellow alligator clip and red wire snap connector in the picture). Attach the other end of the alligator clip to the end of
the car charger. Attach the second clip of the alligator (the green alligator clip in the picture) to the negative wire of the snap connector (black wire in the picture). Attach the other end of this alligator clip to one of the metal wings on the side of the car charger. Wrap each joint, four in total, in an electric
tape. This prevents the Altoids from breaking the connection. You want to cut a hole about 3/4 inch wide at the bottom of the Altoids container. Here you connect the charger to the power source. Use metal snipers to cut the section. Use caution when using snipers to cut the container. Metal edges of the
Altoids container can be sharp after cuttingSnap battery connector on 9 volt battery Put the battery connected to wires and car car in the tin of Altoids. The car charger will go where the hole was cut in the container. If the container is not completely closed, it can be pasted with electrical tape. Ta-da! What
you need. A small solar panel rechargeable wire battery and a micro USB port Sodor IronA battery packWire strippers something to put all inches of wire black and red wire to the panel and than solder them down. (You have to use stripper wires to get a piece of wire you want about half an inch to be out)
Put the battery in the battery and take the wires out of the package and weave them with the wires you displace to put on. Why nail them both micro USB. Than you have to organize everything you have done. Our editors self-research, test, and recommend the best products; You can find out more about
our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made on selected links. Owning one of the best portable solar chargers out there is crucial for any person who forgets to charge their portable devices on a daily basis. If you are someone who constantly forgets to charge their devices
but finds themselves in need often, a solar charger will be able to save you when you are in a pickled battery. Especially if it's not only your battery that you forgot to recharge, but other gear (like your cell phone) can easily stay alive with a device like the Dizaul 5000mAh portable solar power bank that
you can browse on Amazon. There is a lot of speculation around this reusable energy, but don't worry because Property Brother has debunked the myths for you! Despite the myths, the lack of solar energy is that these devices become obsolete when it is cloudy outside. This is the situation why everyone
comes with a backup battery that needs to be recharged after use but not required on a daily basis. You need to look for a backup battery that is larger but still portable to ensure multiple devices can receive energy from a single charge. Aside from these two factors, higher power is the key to quickly
charging gadgets from the battery. The best portable solar chargers will have power above 10 W. Featuring a super-size 40W solar-powered charger, the X-Dragon offers a sturdy 2.8A (Amps) power capable of recharging smartphones, tablets and even some small laptops. Built-in X-Dragon is a 5V/2A
charging port for a 5V gadget and 18V DC output (18V/2A) for charging a laptop or other 18V-powered device. X-Dragon maintains a slim and folding profile that is easy to carry around. He can go in or on a backpack with it on. which hooks directly to the bag. The 10-in-1 cable connector allows it to
charge almost any type of device, while incorporating SolarI SolarI technology appropriate current and voltage to deliver maximum power. Ultimately, the X-Dragon is the perfect combination of portability and power that can keep you going for days. Backed by a massive 25,000mAh battery, SOARAISE
Solar Energy Bank is a solid choice when you need a battery on the go. Capable of charging the iPhone 7 up to 10 times before running out of power, the battery adds dual USB 2.1A inputs to quickly charge two devices at a time. It works with all Apple and Android smartphones, as well as a host of other
devices. Three solar panels are folded to absorb more sunlight than similar models, drastically reducing charging speed and allowing a full solar charge in less than 26 hours. The included LED light is a notable addition that can double as a flashlight or a steady SOS-gate light in case of an emergency. In
addition, the durable form factor makes it ideal for outdoor use - the equipment can withstand rain, shock and dust, as well as intelligently preventing devices from recharging or overheating during connectivity. The included hook is attached to a backpack or tent to charge through sunlight without having
to carry in your hand. With an ultra-portable design, the Dizaul 5000mAh portable solar energy bank is the perfect solution to keep your smartphone charged. With dual USB ports, it's easy enough to share with a friend and charge two devices at once. Fortunately, its waterproof design and impactproof
body make it easy to travel and attach to the outside of the hand luggage (there is an included hook). An emergency flashlight will help you quickly find any lost items and smart LED lights alert you when the battery is charged or requires re-charge. It takes about two hours to charge your smartphone and
AC time charging Dizaul is about six to seven hours (it takes about two days of sunlight to fully charge due to the smaller surface of the solar panel). It measures 2.76 x 5.59 x .55 inches. With a BigBlue solar charger, you'll never find yourself unback to low-battery on your computer or smartphone, no
matter if you're solving an adventure or just navigating the requirements day in and day out. Small and light (it measures just over a pound and can be folded to the size of a log), it's easy to pack, but its size doesn't stop it from producing a lot of energy, offering 21.5 to 23.5 percent solar efficiency. With
two 2.4 A ports and one port 1A, you can charge three devices at once, and all ports are covered with a flap of fabric and a rubber lid to protect them from dust or water damage. It's compatible with a variety of Apple and Android devices, and The polymer protects the entire charger from occasional rain
and fog. When you walk under trees or when you collide with cloudy conditions, the device automatically stops, stops, as soon as he gets back in the sun. Our reviewer Gannon loved BigBlue's compact design and many ports, although dinged it for its misleading specs. The BigBlue is a portable solar
charger that can keep your devices topped up for camping and traveling. - Gannon Burget, a tester product slightly more expensive than the average solar charger, the yolk solar paper offers one of the lightest and most portable options. Weighing just 0.3 pounds and measuring only 3.5 x 7.5 x 0.4 when
folded, it is perfect for any adventurer whether you are in the city or mountains. It can easily fit in the pocket of a jacket for easy transportation. Along with its size, the charger's appearance is slim and sleek - matte black and trimmed with gold accents. The iPhone 6 can be charged within 2.5 hours with
5W solar paper, although 7.5 W, 10 W, and 15W options are also available. While smaller sizes can accommodate only small devices, additional panels can be added to meet any charging needs. With automatic reboot technology, the device will automatically resume power as soon as you enter the solar
zone, so you don't have to worry about plugging in and out. The portable and compact design of the Nekteck 21W solar charger is a fantastic and highly efficient solution for tourists who want to stay charged while on the trail. With dual USB ports, Nektech keeps your iPhone, Android and tablets charged
whether you're on an adventure or sitting at the kitchen table. The built-in smart IC chip helps identify each connected device and helps determine the appropriate charging speed (or 3A or 2A), which maximizes total battery life. The build quality corresponds to its use-case with a sturdy canvas designed
specifically for outdoor use. Come rain or shine, Nekteck will be ready to go. It weighs just 18 ounces and measures 6.3 x 11.1 x 1.96 inches to fold or 26.3 x 11.1 inches when opened. As we tested our reviewers spent 18 hours testing one of the most popular portable solar chargers available. To really
get the full experience, we asked them to consider the most important features when using this solar charger - from durability to charging power - and we've outlined them here, so you too know what to look for when buying. What to look for in portable solar power charging chargers - large solar chargers
tend to charge your devices faster, but power is a better indicator of charging power than the size of solar panels alone. If you want to charge your phone in a reasonable amount of time, 10 to 15W is about the lowest you want Battery backup - Portable solar chargers that have built-in power cans are a
must if you plan to use yours in cloudy conditions or at night. Look for a larger battery if you want to be able to charge multiple devices or have extra backup power in an emergency. Situation. For solar panels usually leads to more power for your devices, so folding solar chargers tend to split the
difference between great portability and high power. One panel charger is easier to carry around, but smaller ones struggle to provide a decent amount of energy in anything that resembles timely. Way.
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